COMPUTER SCIENCE + CROP SCIENCES, BS

for the degree of Bachelor of Science Major in Computer Science + Crop Sciences

crop sciences department website: https://cropsciences.illinois.edu/
computer science degree information: https://cs.illinois.edu/academics/undergraduate/degree-program-options/cs-x-degree-programs#requirements
overview of college admissions & requirements: Agricultural, Consumer & Environmental Sciences (http://catalog.illinois.edu/schools/aces/academic-units/#text)
college websites: https://aces.illinois.edu/ and https://engineering.illinois.edu
computer science contact: undergrad@cs.illinois.edu (academic@cs.illinois.edu)
crop sciences contact: ugrad@cropsciences.illinois.edu

Computer Science + Crop Sciences (CS+CPSC) is a first-of-its-kind partnership between The Grainger College of Engineering’s Department of Computer Science and the Department of Crop Sciences in the College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences.

Our growing population and changing climate demand out-of-the-box, multidisciplinary thinkers who can handle increasingly rich data sets. CS +CPSC students fill this crucial gap in the agriculture sector, combining a strong technical background with crop sciences expertise powerful enough to change the world.

Students will be among the first to analyze robotics-enabled soil and field measurements, predict weather and climate impacts on food supplies, and accelerate plant improvement through the simultaneous analysis of genetics, environment, and management.
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